2 DAYS / 1 NIGHT
ITINERARY
SHARK BAY WORLD HERITAGE
DISCOVERY & VISITOR CENTRE

TRAVELLING TO DENHAM
There is so much to see and do on your way into Denham. The first attraction stop
is the stromatolites as you follow the World Heritage Drive from North West
Coastal Highway,
The worlds oldest living life forms, the Stromatolites may just look like rocks in
the water but they're actually a fascinating micro-organisms that live and breath!
Currently, the best time to see them is at low tide as the boardwalk is being
repaired.
The old telegraph station and tearooms are also worth the stop at Hamelin Pool
Caravan Park.
As you continue driving towards Denham, pop-into Shell Beach. With only two
beaches in the world like this, comprised solely of gossamer thin, tiny white
coquina shells no bigger than your smallest fingernail. It is a unique experience
not to be missed.

ARRIVING IN DENHAM
Immerse yourself in the wonderful history of Shark Bay and surrounds. Visit the
Shark Bay World Heritage Discovery and Visitor Centre to experience Shark
Bay through the eyes of it's people. Learn about our shipwrecks, wildlife, the land
and our Malgana people.
The multi-day ticket includes entry into the museum, Fire on the Water HMAS
Sydney II 3D Film and Rose De Freycinet Art Gallery, showcasing traveling Western
Australian artists.
Looking for more history? Wander the Discovery Trail at your leisure and follow
the fascinating local cultural and historic knowledge. The trail will take you pass
the old goal and buildings made from shells. After you have finished the walk,
cool-off with an iconic jetty jump into our crystal-clear waters.
Limited for time, but want to see it all? Book a scenic flight with Shark Bay
Aviation for a spectacular perspective of the national park and Denham
surrounds.
The day isn't finished yet, book a cultural experience, and participate in the
Didgeridoo Dreaming Night Tour with Wula Gura Nyinda Eco Adventures.

ACCOMMODATION
There are many choices for accommodation options in Denham that suit all styles
and budgets.
Oceanside Village
Located along the foreshore, Oceanside Village caters for travelers seeking selfcontained family friendly accommodation. A hop-skip and jump and you're on
the beach. If the beach isn't for you, an outdoor pool located on the property is
there to be used at your leisure. The villas include 1 or 2 bedroom with additional
parking for boats and trailers. A fully accessible unit is also available on site.
Heritage Resort
Also located along the foreshore, Heritage Resort offers hotel style rooms with a
restaurant and bottle shop on site. Also offering a pool and one well equipped
accessible room. The accommodation boost calming ocean views and private
balconies.
Camping
There are four caravan parks located in Denham, Blue Dolphin Caravan Park,
Denham Seaside Caravan Park and Shark Bay Caravan Park. In addition, the Shire
administers four 24-hour beach style camping grounds located outside of
Denham township.

DEPARTING DENHAM
It's an early start today, Monkey Mia is only a short 25-minute drive from Denham,
to take part in the dolphin feeding experience. Department of Biodiversity,
Conservation & Attractions recommend you arriving at 7:45am for the morning
feeding. Entry fees apply entering the conservation park.
Before you settle into the drive towards the highway, there are a few more stops
to make. Grab a coffee and bite to eat at the Oceans restaurant before you are
guided through the aquarium at Ocean Park. Learn about the fascinating
creatures living in our bay and witness a shark feeding.
Eagle Bluff is your next and last stop along the way, the impressive high cliff
with boardwalk offers beautiful views and wildlife spotting opportunity. The free
attraction is a perfect way to finish your time in Denham and the surrounding
Shark Bay World Heritage Listed Area.

SHARK BAY WORLD HERITAGE DISCOVERY &
VISITOR CENTRE
Contact us today to book your next adventure and discover Shark Bay.
Tour and accommodation bookings, general information and traveller
resources.
T: 9948 1590
W: www.sharkbayvisit.com.au
F: www.facebook.com/discoversharkbay
I: www.instagram.com/discoversharkbay

